Website www.aircompense.com (hereinafter – Aircompense-website, the Website) is
administrated by Compensair (hereinafter - the Administrator). The Administrator’s website www.compensair.com.
COOKIE POLICY
1.
A cookie is a piece of text stored on Client`s computer or mobile by Client`s web
browser. They are basically a tool that stores information about website visits, recognizes the
Client and his preferences each time the Client visits the website of Compensair, and ensures
site functionality and enables Compensair to provide the services the Client requests.
2.
Compensair uses cookies for being aware of the Client`s settings and:
2.1. to save them for the next visits of the Client to the website;
2.2. to use effectively the advertising tools to show the Client the advertisement
which corresponds most to the Client`s preferences;
2.3. to determine through the site of which of the Compensair`s partners the Client
has come in order to establish the amount of commission for the Compensair`s services.
3.
Compensair uses third-party systems of analytics that collect impersonal data for
general statistics on how exactly Clients use the Compensair website, such as:
3.1.
Google Analytics. The Client can visit the Google site for more information about
Google's privacy policy: http://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/
3.2.
The Facebook Pixel. The Client can visit the Facebook site for more information
about Facebook’s privacy policy: https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
Compensair can use other third-party analytics systems that collect impersonal data
without prior notification of the Client.
4.
The Client may choose his browser and his mobile settings to warn him about
each cookie being sent or to block cookies.
5.
In some cases when using the Compensair website without cookies, certain
functions may not work. Compensair will not be able to take into account previous Client`s
visits to the website in order to ensure the functions that best suit the needs of the Client.
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